Effects of pentobarbital on respiratory functional dynamics in chronically instrumented guinea pigs.
Respiratory effects of sodium pentobarbital (35 mg/kg; IP) were studied in guinea pigs chronically instrumented to permit concurrent recordings of bulbar respiratory-related units (RRUs), diaphragmatic electromyogram (DEMG), and electrocorticogram (ECoG). RRU activities were recorded from either the Bötzinger Complex (BOT; expiratory) or Nucleus para-Ambiguus (NpA; inspiratory). Pentobarbital-induced changes in respiratory-related activities were evaluated before, throughout the course of, and during recovery from, anesthesia. The most notable development following pentobarbital was a state of progressive bradypnea which was accompanied by a variety of complex changes in the amplitude and temporal attributes of RRU, DEMG and ECoG activities. As anesthetic effects progressed, the activity profiles of both BOT and NpA units underwent striking transformations from a behavioral and state-dependent wakefulness pattern to an activity profile characterized by i) a significantly augmented RRU cycle duration, burst duration and spike frequency; and, ii) an alteration to the pattern of within-burst spike frequency modulation. Along with changes in RRU activity, pentobarbital also produced a marked attenuation of the amplitudes of diaphragmatic activity as well as a discrete, time-dependent alteration in the amplitude and spectral characters of ECoG activities. Differences in BOT and NpA unit responses to alveolar CO2 loading (ramp; 2% and 5%) across wakefulness and anesthesia states were also considerable. In addition to a depressed responsiveness to CO2, the temporal attributes of BOT and NpA activity profiles also indicated an asymmetrical change under pentobarbital anesthesia. Taken together, these findings indicate that pentobarbital causes not only a fundamental alteration in bulbar rhythmogenic mechanisms, but also a differential influence on bulbar respiratory system components that are involved in the definition of the shape and the amplitude of central respiratory drive. In conclusion, this study offers, for the first time, direct evidence from physiologically and structurally intact preparations that the functional dynamics of respiratory system components are profoundly altered during pentobarbital anesthesia.